The world’s largest alternative data conference is an excellent place to gain an on-the-ground understanding of what’s top of mind for data buyers and providers, and identify what emerging themes will shape our next decade.

Here are the five things that in-the-know investors are focusing on for the next era of data, analytics and investing.

1. THE ‘BEST’ DATA IS... ‘BORING’ DATA?
   - Finding unique or proprietary data sets was top of mind for many over the last few years
   - But since many of these data sets lack historical data – or are at risk for changes in their source’s terms of service, data leads are going back to basics
   - Sourcing governmental or publicly available data is increasingly being collected to “have” in a library – in the event the long tenured information is useful down the road
   - These data sets are incorporated with existing models and investment processes and can help build a more long term and holistic view
   - “Unique” data sets – which previously dominated this conversation – have been joined by data sets “hiding in plain sight”

2. DATA STEWARDSHIP. DATA FIDUCIARIES. DATA GOVERNANCE
   - The era of data governance is here
   - Policymakers are building frameworks for the obligations of collecting, aggregating and analyzing collected data – whether from humans, or Mother Nature
   - What does full disclosure mean? A ten page scroll of fine print? Five well-laid out bullet points?
   - Regulation is coming. Pharma, energy and financial services are mature, highly regulated industries. The data and information sector is well on its way to being in more full view of policymakers.

3. FINDING YOUR MATCH
   - The discussion has moved from data sourcing to creating the right combination of next generation data sets
   - Mosaics. Ensembles. Combinations. Complementary networks. There are nearly endless permutations of data inputs for models and investment theses. Investors are dedicating high level resources to finding the right combinations of these tools.
   - The question isn’t: what does this data tell me? The question is: does this data provide a window into things we couldn’t access before, or does it answer a specific question I have?
   - Data isn’t a needle in a haystack. It’s alignment and creating multi-dimensional views, like a Rubik’s cube.

4. WHAT THE NEW ‘CONSENSUS’ REALLY MEANS
   - Consensus has long been a cornerstone of investors trying to predict earnings or long term financial performance
   - What who – or what, exactly – constitutes this consensus has changed
   - It’s not just Wall Street analysts anymore. Third party researchers and data firms produce their own predictions and forecasts, creating a larger and more diverse group of voices “creating consensus”
   - Different regulatory regimes (whether MiFID II or others), have helped created an evolving research, data and reporting landscape that has grown the number of inputs creating “consensus”
5. NEWER, AND MORE, CHANNELS TO CHECK

- Sophisticated investors are trying to map new data sources for each dimension of a supply chain – from air, sea, space and... the internet
- It’s not just about channel checks along a few parts of the supply chain – it’s how do you create a multi-dimensional matrix to understand your investment in real time... and over time
- Historical data, real time data, point in time data – all funnel into models for manipulation across different investment cycles

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ME?

1. Multi-dimensionality. Linear is just one way to view things.
2. High level resources focus on marrying and combining different data sets to find the right mosaic.
3. Hiding in plain sight. What data sources are free, with long historical tenors, and are able to standardize?
4. Prepare for things to be... different. New frameworks are emerging to think about obligations related to data analysis. Think about where your data comes from – and is it ever in danger of being turned off?
5. Stay focused. The data landscape changes almost faster than any other – new topics, themes and sources emerge daily.
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